Rainy Days

In Jane Austens Pride and Prejudice,
Elizabeth Bennets first impression and
hasty judgment of Mr. Darcy, and that
gentlemans pride and aloofness toward her
loved ones took them on a long, difficult
road to happiness. In Rainy Days,
Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy are caught in a
rainstorm two days before the Netherfield
ball, and they are forced to spend a few
hours alone together where they talk, listen,
and better understand each others feelings.
However, even when original pride and
prejudice are overcome, new obstacles
arise. The road to true love is never
smooth, and surprises along the way
enhance the passion of the journey. Rainy
Days - an alternative journey from Pride
and Prejudice to passion and love.
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G formats Rainy Days was a project I have been working on for over a year. After my last album The Road Less
Traveled, I wanted to push further into jazz, and digRainy Days And Mondays Lyrics: Talking to myself and feeling old
/ Sometimes Id like to quit, nothing ever seems to fit / Hanging around, nothing to do but frownComedy Jay and
Wheezer are left alone on a rainy afternoon when Mom goes out to run errands. But when their Rainy Days (1928).
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